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                Alice Adventures in Wonderland

                
 by   Lewis Carroll 
Alice falls down to a Wonderland where no boundary for rules, eating or drinking something can make you grow or shrink your size phenomenally, exaggerated trials for tart thefts. In-spite of this odds she has to find her way back to home by solving many word games and riddles.

Believed to have been published as a classic literature, this story w..
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                Antoine of Oregon

                
 by   James Otis 
Antoine of Oregon written by James Otis is a story book for children. Contrasts to the popular thinking, this story is not fiction in nature. Rather they are the real bravery, patriotic, freedom fighters real life stories which every child would like to read to remember the heroes of their nation.  Perhaps these stories are the truthful record..
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                Aesop's Fables

                
 by   Aesop 
Aesop's Fables is a collection of tales originally narrated by Aesop, an ancient Greek story teller and a slave. It is believed his tales might have been the reason behind the addition Fables as a literary genre.

There are reliable references to Aseop by world famous philosophers like Aristophanes and Plato, quoted Aesop fables in their literary..
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                The Aesop for Children

                
 by   Aesop 
The Aesop for Children is a collection of tales narrated by Aesop, an ancient Greek story teller and a slave. It is believed his tales might have been the reason behind the addition Fables as a literary genre. 

This edition contains stories for children of all ages most of them are having the plot of children encounter with animals or birds..
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                Hawaiian Folk Tales

                
 by   Thomas G. Thrum 
Hawaiian Folk Tales is compiled by Thomas George Thrum, an antiquarian credited for extensive research on Hawaiian tales. The author mentions in his preface that; literary world has not taken much effort in bringing the Hawaiian civilization. This will be an exceptional effort in bringing the tales of Hawaiian.

This book contains a compilation o..
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                The Children of Odin -  The Book of Northern Myths

                
 by   Padraic Colum 
The Children of Odin: The Book of Northern Myths is a classical literature for children written by Padraic Colum, an Irish novelist who was instrumental in reviving Irish Literary world. His contribution to Irish literature in many forms as dramatist, poet, playwright, biographer and folklore collector through his notable works such as The Saxon Sh..
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                Stories of the Days of King Arthur

                
 by   Charles Henry Hanson 
Stories of the Days of King Arthur is a collection of Arthurian tales compiled for the young readers by Charles Henry Hanson, an English historian whose other writings include The Land of Greece, and Homer's Stories.

The author mentions in the introductory note that this book is an extract of the many authors’ writings about the legend of King A..
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                Uncle Remus and Brer Rabbit

                
 by   Joel Chandler Harris 
Uncle Remus and Brer Rabbit is an African-American folktales collection written by the American folklorist Joel Chandler Harris, the creator of the fictional story narrator character Uncle Remus, which lead to series of Uncle Remus folk tales such as Uncle Remus: His Songs and His Sayings, Uncle Remus and His Friends, Uncle Remus and the Little Boy..
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